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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Object detection is considered a hot research topic in applications of artificial intelligence and computer vision. Historically, object detection was widely used in various fields like surveillance, fine-grained activities and robotics. All studies focus
on improving accuracy for object detection using images, whether indoor or outdoor
scenes. Therefore, this paper took a shot by improving the doable features extraction
and proposing crossed sliding window approach using exiting classifiers for object detection. In this paper, the contribution includes two parts: First, improving local depth
pattern feature alongside SIFT, and the second part explains a new technique presented
by proposing crossed sliding window approach using two different types of images
(colored and depth). Two types of features local depth patterns for detection (LDPD)
and scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) were merged as one feature vector. The
RGB-D object dataset has been used and it consists of 300 different objects, and includes thousands of scenes. The proposed approach achieved high results comparing
to other features or separated features that are used in this paper. All experiments and
comparatives were applied on the same dataset for the same objective. Experimental
results report a high accuracy in terms of detection rate, recall, precision, and F1 score
in RGB-D scenes.
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Object detection has been widely used in different computer vision applications to imitate human
visual perception in finding the most important object(s) in a scene. The advancement of technology in imaging
machines and the growing need for applications in different fields, whether for monitoring and tracking or
medical purposes. In artificial intelligence applications, object detection aims to extract detailed information
and features about the various objects in a scene. Generally, this information are performed over RGB or
grey-level images are acquiring from imaging machines [1].
In the last two decades, later propels in camera innovation have led to the advancement of reasonable
imaging devices that can capture depth images alongside common RGB. These types of cameras give rich
information about distances between each pixel in an object and depth sensor. Microsoft Kinect, Asus Xtion,
and Stereo labs ZED are examples of cameras that contains depth sensors [2]. Therefore, scientists reconstruct
their researches and concentrate on this type of research by using depth information that is given by these type
of cameras.
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In object detection area, there are different angles of challenges are facing researchers such as scenes
type, window size for detected object, learning methods, processing time complexity, boosting schemes, and
features selection [3]. Ideally, feature descriptors provide detailed information of an object and its variations
about the background regardless the size of object. Moreover, the provided information by descriptors should
be rich in order to enable robust detection or localized of that object [4], [5]. Mainly, there are two main types
of feature descriptors: i) global descriptor, ii) local descriptor, where the first one is concerned with visual
features as a whole image, while the second one is concerned with a description of patch or part of an image
which are specific for localized considerations [6], [7].
Global descriptors are concerned with top-down approaches, where the primary stage of this approach
comprises of the localization an object inside the image utilizing either tracking or foreground detection using
background subtraction. Regularly, global descriptors are more touchy with changes in region of interests
(ROI), noises of background and occlusions. Generally, when the space permits for solid levels of control over
these variables, global descriptors ordinarily perform well [7], [8].
Oppositely, local descriptors are relevant to local patterns that is concerned with a specific area of an
image, which makes this type of descriptors less affected by changes of appearance, background clutters, or
occlusions between foreground objects. Local descriptors are utilized to characterize and describe interested
points in groups of an independent patches. This type of descriptors is more reasonable for still images than
global descriptors [6].
Depth images contain the distances between each pixel in acquired object and the sensor of the camera,
where these distances are calculated relatively to the position of the camera. Depth information is considered
as one of the important tasks for a computer vision system [9]. Depth features achieves relatively good performance to add certain characteristics to depth map sequences, these depth maps are very effective to solve
some challenges in object detection or tracking, where the distance value will be the solution in objects occlusion [10]. Moreover, depth images and its information play a big role in artificial intelligent applications and
computer vision, whether at the level of traceability or object detection specially in areas that are sensitive to
privacy, such as hospitals and nursing homes. Figure 1 is an example of depth images alongside RGB that are
used in our experiments of RGB-D object dataset.

Figure 1. Depth images: an example of depth images alongside RGB [11], [12]
Paper structure consists of sections as follows; section 1 introduction, provides a rich information and
a high-level overview of the context regarding object detection and outcomes in which this research is being
completed. Section 2 describe literature review, background on approaches, techniques, classifiers, and features
that were existed for object detection. Sections 3 and 4 explains methodology and experiments, displaying our
approach and discussing experiments and results and last section 5 conclusion and future work.
The process of selecting suitable features plays an important role in developing object detection and
increasing the accuracy, where the feature descriptors of the target object give all characteristics and measurements within an object surrounded by a window. Moreover, features feed the training model with all necessary
information to perform the aimed tasks, whether the task is recognition, detection, or identification [13], [14].
In this area, most researchers seek to develop the results of object detection by developing the existing
techniques in terms of using classifiers that have achieved good results in other research topics in computer
visions such as tracking and activity or object recognition. While others have pre-processed images to develop
results or by modifying the sequence of steps in their methodologies for the same purpose [15].
Therefore, the main problem is how to improve and increase the detection rate by utilizing depth
images alongside RGB. The contribution of this paper is proposing a new technique, where it is consisted of the
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following parts: the first one using cross sliding window approach, followed by improving local depth patterns
features, finally build a combinational feature vector by utilizing depth images alongside RGB. Moreover, This
paper has aimed to answer the following question: does selecting and combining features make a difference in
developing the results for object detection?.
2.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This section browsed recent researches that are focused in its study on classifiers, features, and type of
dataset that used for object detection. Numerous strategies are introduced spread over various fields of research.
Researches related to object detection addresses various issues depending on the type of applications associated
with the research [16], [17].
There are different Types of models or classifiers that are used for object detection. For instance
Researchers in [18], [19] used deep learning classifier for object detection in robotics domain, and they applied
their experiments on RGBD using a specific camera for this purpose. Others used boost classifier by using
a one-class universal detector to repeatedly transfer information from the source domain to the target domain
and learn the target-domain detector. The target-domain detector improves the one-class universal detector by
mining box-level pseudo ground facts in each iteration [20]. Yan et al. [21] designed a deep learning network
for object detection based on merging the geometric data (3D) and texture data of two-dimensional (2D). To
solve the issue of one sensor, they used an inverse mapping level and a gathering level to merge the one or more
input of RGB datum with the geometric input of point cloud data and designed a top gathering layer to transact
with the data of multiple vision cameras. Also, to resolve the fault of the procedure to detect the 3D object
founded on the area proposal network procedure, they used the Hough-voting procedure performed by a deep
neural network to detect objects. Experimental outcomes showed that their algorithm had a 1.06% decreased in
average accuracy contrast to PointRCNN in simple vehicle object detection, however, their method demanded
37.7% less time to compute than PointRCNN under the environment of the same equipment. Also, their method
improved the average accuracy by 1.14% contrast to PointRCNN in hard vehicle item detection.
But regarding the dataset type that used for object detection, over the last few years, a number of
datasets have been acquired . For instance, in [22] coloured and depth images were used their proposed approach, it is acquired using mobile-manipulator in areal world environment, also Cheng et al. [23] used a
dataset consists of 135 RGB-D images that were acquired by Kinect device, three persons had been asked to
label the object in each image.
Deductively, the type of dataset differs from one research to another based on the purpose of the
research, whether to improve results or to a specific application, for example in [24] used object detection for
surveillance purposes, they used specific objects classification in airports, such as people, bags, trolleys. While
in [21], [25], [26], the authors studied 3D object detection using RGB-D data scenes in outdoor [27] and indoor
[28]-[30], or both. some of selected related studies will be described in details in the following.
From another perspective, different approaches and were proposed for object detection in RGB-D. For
instance, [26], [28], the raw point clouds were directly operated by popping up RGB-D scans. The preciseness
that localizes objects in point clouds of big scale scenes was the main challenge of this method. Rather than
solely based on 3D proposals, they proposed a new method that invested both promoted 3D deep learning for
object localization and mature 2D object detectors, leading efficiency in addition to rising recall for even tiny
objects. leverages from learning straightway in raw point clouds, the proposed method was as well as able
to estimate 3D bounding boxes in a precise way even in huge occlusion or with extremely sparse points, the
proposed method outperformed the latest technology by distinguishing margins and having the capability in
the real-time.
Also, Authors in [29], [30] presented a mechanism that makes 3D bounding borders surrounding items
in an RGB-D sight. their technique made best used of the 2D data to rapidly decrease the exploring area in
3D, investing in the latest 2D objects technology recognition approaches. Then they used the 3D data to place,
orient, and mark surrounding borders about items. They estimated the orientation for every item independently
way, by using the prior mechanisms that use simple data. item positions and volumes in 3D were learned
utilizing a multilevel perceptron. Finally, they refine their recognizes relied on objects group relations within
a scene. When evaluated the recognition techniques that operated nearly completely in the scattered 3D space,
wide assessments on the” SUN RGB-D” dataset showed that their proposed technique was much quicker (4.1
seconds/image) in recognizing 3-D items in RGB-D pictures and process better than the new technology that
Hybrid features for object detection in RGB-D scenes (Sari Awwad)
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was slower and comparing to the technique that was two times of magnitude slower. This research hinted at
the idea that 2D-driven item recognizing in 3D.
On other hand, in [31] used depth and colour data to determine automatically the location of an object
and minimized the difficulty of visual analysis by using salient item recognition for RGB-D pictures. They
proposed salient item recognition by convolution neural network with a single stream. this proposed technique
was done as following, to produce multiple rank features that presented the most main feature for RGB-D the
first RGBD 4 inputs was provided into VGG-16 net to the image. Although the salient objects can detect and
localize by the coarse saliency chart of the deepest features, absence of the borders and subtle compositions.
The current research has focused on object detection using hybrid features (LDPD + SIFT) with crossing sliding
window and using binary SVM as classifier.
3.

THE PROPOSED APPROACH
This section browses main stages and explains its steps in details of our approach, where the proposed
approach is divided into two parts. The first one is training stage that includes: create bounding box around the
ground truth manually, features extraction (local depth patterns and SIFT features), build feature vectors, and
build training model for each object using binary SVM (support vector machine). While the second part starts
with features extraction from each bounding box that is created by cross window approach, then create feature
vector for testing using binary SVM, this process will be repeated until object detected. Figures 2 and 3 show
the steps of main stages (training and testing) that are used in the proposed approach.
Create bounding
box around the
ground truth
manually

Extract features
(Local Depth
patterns and
SIFT features)

Build feature
vector by
combining LDPD
and SIFT

Build training
model using
Binary SVM

Figure 2. Training model stage

Extract
Features (SIFT
and LDPD) in
each bounding
box

LDP
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
1 2 31 2 3
4 5 64 5 6
7 8 97 8 9

Build feature
vector by
combining
LDPD and SIFT

Object detection
test for each
bounding box
using binary SVM
until object
detected

Figure 3. Testing stage
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3.1. Features extraction
In this section, SIFT and LDPD features will be presented as main step in each stage, whether it was
training stage or testing stage.
3.1.1. SIFT features
Many local features are available that used to detect interesting points on the object, where these
points will be used to provide a ’feature’ to consist a descriptor of the object. These descriptors can be used for
various purposes in computer vision and artificial applications like object recognition, detection, and tracking.
Many procedures can be considered when extracting local features and how to record these features. SIFT
provide feature description of an object, where these features are not affected by many of the complications
experienced in other methods, such as image rotation and scaling. After important points detected, the features
are generated and transformed into features vectors. Figure 4 is an example of local descriptor [32].

Figure 4. Local descriptor: an example of SIFT descriptor computations [32]
In this paper, local SIFT descriptor has been used for the purpose of object detection. In the proposed
approach, each image has been divided into bounding boxes, where each bounding box has SIFT descriptor as
seen in the Figure 5. Each feature vector size is 128. The size of each bounding box is variant based on the
object, and the X,Y coordinates that are given by the RGB-D object dataset.
3.1.2. Local depth patterns for detection (LDPD)
In this paper, LDP feature has been improved and used alongside SIFT for its high effectiveness in
object tracking and fined-activity recognition [33], [34]. For this reason, authors have decided to improve LDP
feature for object detection to be called (LDPD) alongside SIFT features. In the proposed approach, each image
has been divided into cross-bounding boxes, where each bounding box crosses the other one from half. Each
bounding box has been divided into grid of depth descriptor, and each descriptor has been divided into small
patches.

Figure 5. Local descriptor: an example of SIFT features in each bounding box
Therefore, for our approach feature (named LDP for detection, or LDPD as abbreviation). As mentioned before, Each bounding box has been divided into grid of LDPs named HORD (Horizontal Descriptor)
and V ERD (Vertical Descriptor), where the values of HORD and V ERD are 3 and 3 respectively. That
means each bounding box has 9 LDPs, and each LDP was divided into 3 × 3 cells. Each LDP value was computed by concatenating the differences between the depth average between adjacent cells in a patch. Figure 6
displayed an example how was the LDPD constructed. The (1) displayed the size of each LDPD vector.
Hybrid features for object detection in RGB-D scenes (Sari Awwad)
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Figure 6. LDPD: an example of LDPD feature construction
Based on (1), the dimension of LDPD in the proposed approach is 324 dimensions. All detailed steps
for LDPD computations are displayed in Algorithm 1.

size(LDP D) = HORD × V ERD ×

3∗3
2


(1)

3.2. Binary support vector machine
In this research, object detection has been considered as a binary classification problem, while the
sequence of crossing bounding boxes are generated to detect the targeted object, each bounding box was tested
using binary classifier to give us -1 or +1 label, where -1 is a wrong detection and +1 is a true detection. For
this purpose, binary SVM has been used in the proposed approach.
Binary support vector machine was proposed by Vapnik [35] to find an optimal classification for twolabel classes problem. Binary SVM classifier working on finding an optimal hyperplane between two classes,
and that will be done by using a part of dataset as training data. The training objective is displayed in (2). SVM
score is express by wT x + b, where the w is a weight vector and b is the bias. The hyperplane in x-space is
defined by wT x + b = y and the hyperplane that is separating between two classes expressed by wT x + b = 0.
Figure 7 is an example showing how the binary SVM working in the proposed approach whether in training
stage or testing stage.
Algorithm 1: Local depth patterns algorithm for object detection

1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

Input: Bounding window
Output: LDPD
// creates LDPD without value
LDP D = ∅
for ro = 1 to V ERD do
for co = 1 to HORD do
// creates lcal descriptor without value
LDP (ro, co) = ∅
for hor = 1 to 9 do
for ver = hor + 1 to 9 do
// computes the subtraction between adjacent cells
sub(hor, ver) = |averagedepth(hor) − averagedepth(ver)|
LDP (ro, co) = merge(LDP (ro, co), sub(hor, ver))
LDP D = merge(LDP (ro, co))

N

X
1
2
w∗ , b∗ = argmin kwk + C
ξi
w,b,ξ≥0 2
i=1
T

s.t. yi (w xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξ

i = 1...N
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+1

Object
Detected
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Object not
Detected

Figure 7. Binary SVM: showing the details of using binary SVM in the propose approach

4.

EXPERIMENTS
Experiments section browses and describes dataset that was used in the experiments, evaluation part
that was used in the proposed approach, and discusses the experimental results in terms of detection ate, recall,
precision, and F1 score.
4.1. Dataset
RGB-D Object Dataset [11] has been used in the proposed approach, where this dataset contains 300
objects that are distributed in 51 categories, this dataset was acquired by using Kinect camera. The main
advantage of the dataset that contains on hundreds of RGB and depth scenes for each object, where an object
is available in each scene but in different: location, angle,colour, distance from camera sensor.
In this paper, seven different objects have been tested and used for object detection (bowls, caps, food
plate, bell pepper, cereal boxes, coffee mugs, and soda cans), where these objects are a subset of the objects
in the RGB-D Object Dataset under title ”RGB-D Scenes Dataset v.2/rgbd scenes v2 imgs.zip”. Figure 8 is a
sample of various scenes that were used in the proposed approach.

Figure 8. Dataset: sample of various scenes that were used in the proposed approach
Hybrid features for object detection in RGB-D scenes (Sari Awwad)
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4.2. Evaluation
In the proposed approach, the evaluation process has been achieved based on the object is detected
or not as binary classification problem. Therefore, separated training model has been built for each object by
creating manual bounding box around the ground truth object based on X,Y coordinates that are available in
the RGB-D object dataset. This process has been performed by using n-fold validation technique, where the
group of scenes has been divided into five sets, in each iteration one of them for testing and the remaining for
training.
In the testing stage, sliding of crossing windows are generated, where each window is tested if it
contains the ground truth object or not by using binary SVM as mentioned before. Three main terms (Recall,
Precision, and F1 score) have been measured in the evaluation process by using true positive (T P ) , false positive (F P ), true negative (T N ), and false negative(F N ). TP means correct match detected object with ground
truth, but FP means wrong match detected object with ground truth, while the TN means correct undetected
object with current location, but the FN means wrong undetected object with current location, where the current
location is ground truth. The (3), (4), and (5) displayed how recall, precision, and F1 score have been measured.
Recall =

TP
TP + FN

P recision =

F 1 Score = 2 ×

(3)

TP
TP + FP

(4)

Recall × P recision
Recall + P recision

(5)

4.3. Experimental results and discussion
This section presents Five types of experiments, firstly: recall, precision, and F1 score were have been
measured for the proposed approach using hybrid features(LDPD + SIFT), then remeasure recall, precision, and
F1 score for SIFT, LDPD separately. Secondly: compare the average of detection rate between (LDPD+SIFT)
with SIFT and LDPD. Thirdly: we have repeated the experiments on the same objects using other features with
LDPD like Haar+LDPD, Raw+LDPD, and Histogram+LDPD to compare their detection rate with proposed
approach using SIFT+LDPD features. Fourthly: displaying the effectiveness of sliding window approach in
the proposed approach. Finally, we have compared different classifiers with the proposed approach. Table 1
shows how the proposed approach using SIFT+LDPD is outperformed than using solely SIFT or Solely LDPD
as displayed in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 1. Recall, precision and F1 score for object detection in the proposed approach
Object Name
Bowls
Caps
Cereal Boxes
Coffee Mugs
Soda Cans
Bell Pepper
Food Plate

Recall %
84.21
84.52
92.86
91.58
86.81
88.89
93.41

Precision %
94.12
81.61
97.85
94.57
89.77
79.12
90.43

F1 score %
88.89
83.04
95.29
93.05
88.27
83.72
91.89

Table 2. Recall, precision and F1 score using solely LDPD features
Object Name
Bowls
Caps
Cereal Boxes
Coffee Mugs
Soda Cans
Bell Pepper
Food Plate

Recall %
43.75
51.90
65.85
67.65
57.50
45.45
57.53

Precision %
63.64
66.13
75.00
58.97
69.70
60.34
60.87

F1 score %
51.85
58.16
70.13
63.01
63.01
51.85
59.15
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Table 3. Recall, precision and F1 score using solely SIFT features
Object Name
Bowls
Caps
Cereal Boxes
Coffee Mugs
Soda Cans
Bell Pepper
Food Plate

Recall %
64.71
59.04
79.35
85.19
70.79
60.81
70.45

Precision %
78.57
74.24
90.12
78.41
85.14
63.38
83.78

F1 score %
70.97
65.77
84.39
81.66
77.30
62.07
76.54

On the other hand, we have compared SIFT+LDPD with other features merged with LDPD like
(Haar+LDPD, Raw+LDPD, and Histogram+LDPD) as displayed in Figure 9 that better results achieved more
than used other hybrid features. Moreover, Table 4 shows the contrast in average of recall, precision, and F1
score between using SIFT+LDPD and using solely SIFT or LDPD. Finally, Table 5 demonstrates the effect
of using the sliding window technique to improve results by comparing it with results without using sliding
window approach.
Table 4. Comparing between the proposed approach across solely SIFT and solely LDPD
Object Name
The proposed approach using SIFT + LDPD
SIFT
LDPD

Recall %
88.90
70.05
55.66

Precision %
89.64
79.09
64.95

F1 score %
89.16
74.10
59.60

Table 5. Comparing between the proposed approach and without using sliding window approach
Object Name
SIFT + LDPD using sliding window approach
SIFT + LDPD without using sliding window approach

Recall %
88.90
66.32

Precision %
89.64
60.54

F1 score %
89.61
63.30

100.00

90.00

80.00

70.00

60.00

50.00

40.00

30.00

20.00

10.00

0.00
Bowls

Caps

Cereal Boxes

SIFT+LDPD (Proposed approach)

Cofee Mugs
Haar+LDPD

Soda Cans
Raw+LDPD

Bell Pepper

Food Plate

Histogram+LDPD

Figure 9. Comparisons between the proposed approach with other features
The results mentioned above proved that the proposed approach using sliding window and hybrid
features (SIFT+LDPD) achieve higher results in object detection field more than using other approaches that
use other types of features. Moreover, Table 6 is an evidence to prove that the different types of classifiers
doesn’t really affect on the proposed approach experiment results.
Hybrid features for object detection in RGB-D scenes (Sari Awwad)
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Table 6. Comparing between the average for all objects in terms of different classifiers
Object Name
Binary SVM + proposed approach
Boosting + proposed approach
Deep Learning + proposed approach

Recall %
88.90
86.00
88.75

Precision %
89.64
88.10
90.02

F1 score %
89.61
87.04
89.38

5.

CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new approach for object detection in RGBD scenes by merging two types of local
features (SIFT and LDPD). In this paper, we have applied our experiments, as well as our proposed approach on
the RGB-D object dataset. The experimental results proved that our approach gives us more accurate results in
terms of recall, precision, F1 score, and detection rate by using hybrid features, than using one type of feature.
Moreover, the experiments proved that SIFT with LDPD gives better results than using other features
with LDPD like Haar, Raw, or Histogram. Also, using crossing sliding window approach improved the results
more than using other techniques. Thus, the experiments have displayed that the proposed approach (using
hybrid features, crossing sliding windows, binary SVM) is very practical and effective for object detection in
RGBD scenes. In the future, authors will improve the proposed approach by using dimensionally reduction
technique to compare the results with current proposed approach.
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